There are many pretty and significant results concerning the essential spectrum of a single operator. The purpose of this note is to introduce the concept of essential spectrum for a sequence of operators and prove analogous results.
1. Introduction. For a nice discussion relating to the essential spectrum of a single operator (bounded linear transformation) A in a complex separable infinite dimensional Hubert space $f, the reader is referred to Fillmore, Stampfli and Williams [5] . The purpose of this article is to discuss and prove analogous results concerning the joint essential spectrum [Def. 2.3] of n-tuples of operators which were announced in [4] . The results of this paper can also be extended to sequences of operators {A n } with very little modifications in the proofs and definitions. However, for brevity we have chosen to discuss them for n -tuples of operators on $?.
Joint essential spectra.
Before we formally define the notion of joint essential spectrum of an n-tuple of operators, we first review the various definitions of joint spectrum existing in the literature. DEFINITION 
Let a = (a u
, a n ) be an /t-tuple of commuting elements in a Banach algebra ?l with identity. The double commutant joint spectrum σ"(a) of a is defined as the set of all z = (z u " ,^)£C n (n-fold Cartesian product of all complex numbers C) such that the closed ideal generated by the set {a } -z } }ι^n is a proper ideal in a". Here a" is the set of all elements of 9ϊ which commute with the elements of §ί that commute with a u ct 2 , , a n . Consult [3] . Similarly, the commutant joint spectrum cr'{a) of a is the set of all points z = (z u , z n )in C" such that the set {a, -Zj} λ^^n is contained in a proper (two sided) ideal of a', where a' is the set of all elements of 91 that commute with α b a 2 , , a n . See Taylor [8] . There is also another notion of joint spectrum which exists in the literature and is the following: DEFINITION 
, a n ) be a commuting n-tuple of elements in 31. Then the joint spectrum σ{a) is defined as (a) ) is defined as the set of all points z = (z b , z n ) in C n such that {α, -Zj}^^ generates a proper left (right) ideal in the algebra 31. For this notion of joint spectrum, the reader is referred to Bonsall and Duncan [1] and Harte [6] .
Clearly, we have
Note that if a consists of a single element, then all these notions of spectra coincide with its usual spectrum. If a = (a u , a n ) is an n-tuple of commuting elements in 21, then σ'(a), σ"(α), σ(a), σ(a) and σ (a) are nonempty compact subsets of C, otherwise (if a/s do not commute) each of these sets may be empty. Here in what follows we shall mainly be concerned with the Definition 2.2 for joint spectrum of an n-tuple of elements. Moreover, Definition 2.2 can very well be considered for the definition of joint spectrum of arbitrary (not necessarily commuting) n-tuple of elements in 21. REMARK 1. The definition of joint spectrum given above is valid for any complex algebra with identity. Furthermore, in a Banach algebra with identity it is well known that a left (right) ideal is proper if and only if its closure is a proper left (right) ideal. Thus there is no ambiguity if the ideals considered in the above definitions are closed or not.
In the sequel «S?(Sίf) denotes the algebra of all operators on $f and % denotes the ideal of compact operators on $?. Let v be the canonical homomorphism from <£(%) onto the Calkin algebra <£(%)!% = <€. If A = (Ai, , A n ) is an n-tuple of operators on $ί, then we write v(Aj) = a n the coset containing A } for each /, 1^/^n. Now we are ready to introduce the following Moreover, if A * = (A ?, , A *) and z * = (z *, -, z *) (here, z * is the complex conjugate of z, and A * is the adjoint of the operator A,), then one can easily show that σ e (A*) = σ e (A)* and σ e (A x + K l9 , This implies that ||(Λ y -z } )x k ||-»0 as k-^>™, for each y, 1 gy ^ n. Conversely, suppose {x k } is a sequence of unit vectors with x k ->0 weakly such that ||(A y -z } )x k ||-»0 as k -+& for each y, 1 ^y'^ n. This implies that -z y )*(A y -z y )x fc || ^ Σ ||(A y -z y )*(A y -z,)x k ||->0.
If we denote by F, the set of all Fredholm operators (an operator T is called Fredholm if and only if v(T) is invertible in the Calkin algebra

Therefore we have 0 e σi(Σ(A, -z,)*(A, -z,)) = σ e (%(A, -z,)*(A, -z,)).
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Thus it follows from Corollary 2.5 that z E σ [{A) . Furthermore, it is not hard to see that z E σ r e (A) if and only if z * E σ ι e (A *). Thus the proof of (b) reduces to that of (a) just discussed above. Therefore the proof of the theorem is complete.
The above theorem may be restated as follows By now it is clear that in order to prove the rest of the results of this paper for infinite sequences of operators (or elements in the Calkin algebra) one may use the same weight factors y s while all other arguments remain the same. Therefore there is no loss of generality in describing the rest of the results for n -tuples.
To the best of the author's knowledge the use of the weight factor y f is the idea of Professor J. P. Williams which the author learned from him during the A.M.S. meeting held at Washington, D.C., 1975, although the same is being suggested by the referee. The set of all joint eigenvalues of A is denoted by σ p (A) [3] . Moreover, it is easy to see that (z b , z n )Eσ p (A) if and only if 0E σ p <?(A l -z,nA i -z l )).
Next we describe the relationship between the joint spectrum and the joint essential spectrum. -z,) ). Therefore, the operator Σ(A ; -Z/)*(A ; -z f ) is not bounded below but has closed range and finite dimensional null space. Hence the null space of Σ(A, -z / )*(A / -z, ) is nontrivial so that 0Eσ p (S(A, -z / )*(A / -z,)). Thus it follows that z G σ p (A) and z is a joint eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. Recall that z E σ δ (A) if and only if z* E σ π (A *). Thus the proof of (b) reduces to that of (a) by taking adjoints.
3. Hyponormal elements in the Calkin algebra. We give here a simple proof of the BDF Lemma 2.1 [2] . Note that the proof of Lemma 3.1 for an infinite sequence of operators follows trivially from Remark 2. Such a point in the joint essential spectrum is called a normal joint essential approximate eigenvalue. The above corollary states that each point in the joint essential spectrum of an n-tuple of normal operators is a normal joint essential approximate eigenvalue. 
